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Scott Sponseller, Superintendent of Distribution, gave a 
remarkable presentation on why Cleveland Water has been 

erie-sistable for over 165 years, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Cleveland STEP students learned why there is a cost 
associated with receiving tap water in their homes, as well as 

how vital Meter Operations is to the water distribution process. 



They learned about more local food and less waste.  

Cleveland Water is certainly not a small water operation. Its span 
encompasses five counties, 80 communities, and services over 1.4 

million people in Northeast Ohio. 



They learned about more local food and less waste.  
Scott asked students to create a word cloud in response to their 

idea of what Meter Operations does to impact the business of 
Cleveland Water. 

What are some of the responsibilities of 
Meter Operations?



Jenna and Krysta led the Cleveland STEP students in a Sustainability Trivia 
game wherein they competed to answer questions regarding the history of 

USGBC, recycling and more!    

Cleveland STEP students were tasked with locating the meter in their homes 
and recording the meter reading over a period of time.  

Cleveland STEP students were tasked with safely locating the water 
meter inside of their home and recording the meter reading over a 

period of time. 



Scott informed students that running toilets are oftentimes the biggest 
cause of high water bills. Students were encouraged to inform adults in 

their home of any leaks or puddles of water. 



They learned about more local food and less waste.  

AMR has transformed Cleveland Water’s billing, customer service and 
meter reading practices. Thousands of customers are now able to track 

their daily consumption and monitor their own usage much more 
frequently.    



Meters inside of brick vaults are typically reserved for larger homes or 
homes that sit further away from the street. Students learned about 

inlets and outlets, bypass valves and the significance of meter repair. 



They learned about more local food and less waste.  

Cleveland STEP students had an opportunity to view compound meters 
that are usually found in large apartment buildings, grocery stores, parks 

and colleges.  



Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) plays an integral 
part in the Cleveland Water process. Meter Operations uses STEM to 

operate, repair, and submit performance data on a daily basis.  

How do you think Meter Operations Uses STEM? 



They learned about more local food and less waste.  
This month’s session concluded with a race to find out which team 

could find their water meter first, along with a Kahoots assignment to 
test the students’ overall water knowledge. 

Cleveland Water Escape Room and Kahoots Activity 



Sponsored by: 

Cleveland STEP would like to 
thank Scott Sponseller, 

Superintendent of 
Distribution, for an insightful 
presentation on what it takes 

to bring water to our tap. 
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